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The rodlike M13 virus with chemically decorated 
phenylboronic acid moieties forms pH responsive chiral 
nematic liquid crystal (LC) phases. Binding with biological 
important diols results in LC phases with microstructures 10 

that closely correlate with the molecular structure of the diols 
and can be conveniently discerned by visual cues. 

Viruses recently have attracted tremendous interest in versatile 
fields ranging from nanomaterials, biomedicines to fundamental 
research. Such versatility is due to their genetic and chemical 15 

addressability, nanoscale size and defined spherical or rodlike 
shape.1 Genetically and chemically modified viruses have found 
applications in many fields.2 Rodlike viruses are also ideal 
building blocks for lyotropic liquid crystal (LC) materials due to 
their monodisperse and anisotropic shape.3 Most of rodlike 20 

particles normally form nematic LC phases, in which the long 
axis of the rodlike particles point to one direction while no 
positional ordering exists. However, the prestigious feature of the 
rodlike viruses is that some of them, such as the M13, fd virus, 
can form chiral nematic LC (CLC) phases.3a, f In such a phase, the 25 

long axis of the rodlike virus arranges in a helical way around a 
director, resulting in stripe-like fingerprints. The periodicity of 
the fingerprints is in the micrometer range and can be 
conveniently observed by polarized optical microscopy (POM) 
(Figure 1B). This is an elegant example from nature that three 30 

dimensional hierarchal self-assembled structures can be achieved 
by subtle inter-particle interactions and has fascinated researchers 
from various fields. Compared to their small molecular 
counterparts that have been widely used in many fields such as 
display technology, sensors, optical materials, etc,4 lyotropic 35 

liquid crystal (LC) formed by rodlike nanocolloidal particles is 
limited. Especially, in the case of rodlike viruses, although 
understanding of the physical origin of their CLC phase have 
advanced greatly,3f, 5 how to wisely use such phases lags behind. 6 

Herein, we present a stimuli responsive chiral nematic LC 40 

system based on the rodlike virus−M13 bacteriophage modified 
with phenylboronic acid (PBA) moieties. We further exploit the 
dynamic LC response to specific binding with biological 
important diols, which manifests as simple visual cues. The M13 
virus, a natural nanorod with a length of 880 nm and a diameter 45 

of 6.6 nm, is basically a rodlike protein capsid consisting of ca. 
2700 coat proteins (P8) in which the viral gene was wrapped.7 On 

the surface of M13, ca.5400 amino groups of the Lys 8 and N-
terminal arrange with nanoscale precision on the virus surface 
and offer tremendous opportunities for chemical modifications.2 50 

PBA is pH sensitive and can transform between the hydrophobic 
neutral trigonal form and hydrophilic tetrahedral boronate anion 
through tuning the environmental pH lower or above its pKa 
(Figure 1).8 We conjecture that the pH-dependent amphiphilicity 
of PBA moieties on the surface of the M13 virus can be exploited 55 

to fine-tune the 3D arrangement of the viral particles in the 
nematic LC phase. Furthermore, boronic acid can form reversible, 
dynamic covalent bonds with compounds containing the cis-1,2 
and cis-1,3 diol groups, such as saccharides. There are 
tremendous applications in sensors based on such high affinity of 60 

boronic acids toward polyols, which generally relies on either 
fluorescent or conductivity changes upon binding of diols with a 
boronic acid moiety. 9, 15 

 
Fig. 1 (A) Schematic representation of the chemical modification of the 65 

rodlike M13 virus with an N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) derivative 
of phenylboronic acid (3). (B) and (C) pH dependent liquid crystal 
behaviour of M13-PBA. The chiral nematic LC phase (B) was formed at 
pH = 10.2 (200 mM carbonate buffer) while the pure nematic LC phase 
(C) was formed at pH = 7.2 (100 mM phosphate buffer). The 70 

concentration of M13-PBA is 30 mg mL-1. Insets: schematic 
representation of the 3D ordering of the rodlike virus in each phase. 

For our purpose, an N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) 
derivatives-DDPCP (3 in Figure 1), was synthesized and coupled 
to the virus surface under mild conditions (Figure 1A, see ESI for 75 

the details†).10 It is well established that coupling of such 
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compounds only occur to the surface amino groups of the virus 
due to the compact packing of the coat protein in the capsid.2b, g 
MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy analysis confirmed that part of 
the coat proteins was coupled with PBA (Figure S3 in ESI†). 
Around 700 PBA groups are installed on each virus. Atomic 5 

force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electronic microscopy 
(TEM) revealed the rodlike conformation of the modified viruses 
(Figure S6 in ESI†). From dynamic light scattering (DLS), the 
M13-PBA hybrid virus has an apparent hydrodynamic diameter 
(Dh) distribution similar with the pristine M13 virus under the 10 

conditions where the PBA moieties are either in the hydrophobic 
state or in the hydrophilic state (Figure S5†). This result indicates 
that the M13-PBA virus is still colloidally stable and no inter-
virus aggregation exists in aqueous media. Such excellent 
colloidal stability stems from the negative surface charges offered 15 

by the large amount of carboxyl groups (See Table S1 in ESI for 
the apparent zeta potential of the viruses†).11 In addition, M13-
PBA and pristine M13 viruses have similar circular dichroism 
(CD) spectrum and endogenous fluoresce behaviors of the Try26 
of the P8 coat protein (Figure S4†).12 Therefore, coupling PBA to 20 

part of the coating protein does not perturb the helical structure of 
the coat proteins and their helical packing in the capsid. This is 
important since such factors are known to influence the nature of 
the nematic LC phase of the filamentous viruses.5 Finally, the 
solvent exposure and specific binding capability of the viral 25 

surface PBA moieties to diols were  confirmed by the standard 
fluorogentic method based on Alizarin red S (ARS). ARS turns 
from the non-fluorescent into fluorescent state after binding with 
PBA moieties (Figure S7†).13 The apparent binding constant, 
Kb,app, of the PBA groups on the virus surface to several typical 30 

diol compounds was estimated following literature methods 
(Table S1).13 The different affinity to the various diols is 
consistent with literature but Kb,app is much higher than that of 
free PBA and diols under the same conditions.13  

Similar to unmodified M13, the M13-PBA suspended in 35 

aqueous buffer turned from the isotropic into nematic LC phase 
above certain threshold concentration. The concentration range is 
comparable to the unmodified M13 in the same buffer (Table 
S1†), indicating that M13-PBA and M13 have similar physical 
properties such as flexibility and surface charge.3f, 5 However, the 40 

3D ordering the virus in the nematic LC phase of M13-PBA 
strictly depends on the environmental pH. At pH < pKa of the 
PBA (ca. 8.9), M13-PBA only formed pure nematic LC phase 
(Figure 1C). At pH > pKa, the classic fingerprint of the CLC 
phase recovered (Figure 1A), and the CLC phase exists in the 45 

whole virus concentration range of the nematic LC phase. It is 
noted here that the pristine M13 virus formed the CLC in the 
same buffers, consistent with previous results.3g All the results so 
far point to the fact that M13-PBA and unmodified M13 have 
similar secondary structure of the coat proteins, packing style of 50 

the capsid, flexibility and surface charges, which are factors 
known to influence the nature of the nematic LC phase of M13.5 
Therefore, the pH dependent nematic LC phase of M13-PBA 
must be due to the coupled PBA moieties. The PBA moieties are 
hydrophobic when pH < pKa.8 While the virus can still be kept 55 

colloidally stable due to the electrostatic repulsion of the large 
amount of surface carboxyl groups as indicated by DLS (Figure 
S5), hydrophobic PBA moieties probably confer attractive 

interactions among the M13-PBA viruses. Such interaction may 
favor the tendency of intervirus parallel in order to maximize the 60 

attraction, leading to the formation of the pure nematic phase. It 
is noted here that the attraction brought by the PBA moieties is 
not strong enough to induce gelation at such high concentrations 
for the LC phase as indicated by the liquid-like rheological 
behavior of the concentrated M13-PBA suspension (Figure S8†). 65 

When pH > pKa, the PBA moieties become hydrophilic and 
charged, intervirus repulsion is the dominant interaction which 
helps the formation of the CLC phase. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first example that has pH responsive 
reconfigurable 3D arrangement of rodlike particles in the nematic 70 

LC phase. 
As stated before, boronic acid is the classic receptor for diol 

containing compounds. The above results also highlight the 
sensitivity of the microstructure of the nematic LC phase to the 
chemical state of PBA moieties in the case of M13-PBA. We 75 

conjecture that diol compounds of various molecular structures 
may induce different intervirus interactions after binding to the 
surface PBA groups. Such binding may result in LC phases with 
a microstructure that closely correlate with the molecular 
structure of the diols and can be conveniently discerned by POM 80 

or naked eyes. As a prove of concept, two classes of biologically 
important diols were tested: i) aromatic diols such as catechol and 
its derivates, which are 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl containing 
compounds (See Scheme S3 in ESI†); ii) aliphatic diols such as 
glucose and fructose, two typical monosaccharides. The pH was 85 

kept above the pKa where M13-PBA will form perfect CLC 
phase (Figure 1B). In the presence of enough amount of aromatic 
diols (above ca. 40 μM), the perfect CLC phase of the M13-PBA 
was  completely quenched and only pure nematic LC phases 
formed, regardless of the chemical structure of the diols (Figure 2 90 

and S9†). As a control, unmodified M13 was mixed with the 
same amount of aromatic diols under identical conditions and the 
CLC phase always formed. DLS also revealed no inter-virus 
aggregation existed as indicated by the similar hydrodynamic 
diameter distribution between the M13, M13-PBA in the absence 95 

or presence of catechol (Figure S5C, D†), excluding the 
possibility that the pure nematic LC phase may stem from 
catechol induced aggregation. Therefore, the pure nematic LC 
phase in the presence of catechol derivatives must be due to the 
subtle intervirus interactions brought by binding of the aromatic 100 

diols to BPA receptors on the virus surface. With synperi-planar 
arrangement of the aromatic hydroxyl groups and their electro-
donating character, catechol and derivatives can easily react with 
boronic acid moiety, resulting in five membered cyclic esters 
linked to two aromatic benzene rings (Figure 2A). Probably, such 105 

aromatic dominant groups may bring hydrophobic, or π-π 
stacking into the intervirus interactions which favor the formation 
of pure nematic LC phase. 
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Fig. 2 Solution behavior of M13-PBA in the presence of diols. (A) 
Schematic representation of the binding of catechol and derivatives with 
PBA moieties on the surface of the M13 virus. (B) Influence of the 
amount of catechol and derivatives on the pitch of the CLC phase of 5 

M13-PBA. The buffer and the concentration of M13-PBA are the same as 
in Figure 1B. Dihydroxybenzene(catechol), dopamine, and 4,5-
dihydroxy-1,3-bezenedisulfonate(Tiron) were investigated (See Scheme 
S3† for the chemical structure of these diols). (C) Photos of the three 
states of M13-PBA suspension in the presence of glucose: transparent 10 

(C1), opaque suspension (C2) or gel (C3). (D) Schematic illustration of 
the intervirus crosslinking by the furansoe form of D-glucose. 

The 3D arrangement of the M13-PBA in the nematic LC phase 
is indeed very sensitive to the amount of catechol and its 
derivatives. Although the CLC phase can still form in the M13-15 

PBA suspension in the presence of a small amount of catechol 
and derivatives such as 5 μM Tiron, the fingerprint textures is 
less regular compared to that of pure M13-PBA (Fig. S9 in ESI†). 
With increasing amount of catechol, the homogeneity of the CLC 
phase further decreased with increasing areas corresponding to 20 

the pure nematic LC phase (Fig. S9 in ESI†). The twist 
periodicity of rodlike viruses in the CLC phase was characterized 
by the cholesteric pitch (P) (Highlighted in Figure 1B). Under 
otherwise identical conditions, smaller pitch means stronger 
tendency to form the CLC phase and vice versa. As listed in Fig. 25 

2B, it is clear that, with increasing amount of diols, the pitch of 
the CLC phase also increased, suggesting unwinding of the 
helically ordered rodlike viruses. Among the three aromatic diols, 
the power of quenching the CLC phase follows the order of 
dopamine > catechol > Tiron. Above 10 μM dopamine, the 30 

inhomogeneity approaches such a degree that determination of 
the pitch is impossible. Such specific power of dopamine might 
be relative to its chemical structure (Scheme S3†). Besides the 
binding of the 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl moieties with the surface 
coupled PBA, the amino group of dopamine can electrostaticly 35 

interact with the rich surface carboxyl groups of the virus.14 This 
effect will further complicate intervirus interactions that facilitate 
the formation of the pure nematic LC phase. Tiron has two 
anionic sulfonate groups which might counteract the attractive 
interaction brought by the aromatic benzene rings. Therefore, 40 

Tiron has the lowest efficacy to quench the CLC phase of M13-
PBA. The general trend is that reagents, if containing aromatic 
moieties and/or groups which can interact with the virus surface 
to introduce subtle attractive interactions, have stronger power to 
induce change in the phase behaviour of the virus. 45 

In contrast to the aromatic diols, in the presence of 
monosaccharides such as fructose, the M13-PBA can still form 

perfect CLC phases, regardless of the amount of the added sugar. 
This can be ascribed to the hydrophilicity of boronate ester 
formed by binding the monosaccharide to PBA (Scheme S2 in 50 

ESI†). Glucose is expected to follow the same trend of fructose. 
However, in the presence of glucose, the M13-PBA suspension 
turned into opaque suspension or gel, depending on the relative 
ratio of the glucose to the M13-PBA (Fig. 2C, D and S10A†). It 
is known that the furanose form of the monosaccharides is 55 

favored by the binding with boronic acids (Fig. S2B in ESI†). 
The furanose form of D-glucose, α-D-glucofuranose, has a pair of 
cis-diol units in the 1,2- and 5,6-positions which act as two 
binging sites and render glucose with the unique property to form 
1:2 complex with boronic acids (Fig. S2B in ESI †).15 Therefore, 60 

the glucose molecule can covalently react with two PBA moieties 
from two viruses and crosslinking them together (inter-virus 
crosslinking), as indicated by bundles of several viruses (Fig. 
S10B in ESI†). In addition, the linear polymer like conformation 
of the semi-flexible rodlike virus can facilitate such crosslinking. 65 

Therefore, by visual investigation of the nature of the nematic 
phase formed by the M13-PBA in the presence of different kinds 
of diols, one can discriminate between aromatic diols such as 
catechol derivates and aliphatic monosaccharides. The distinct 
solution behavior of M13-PBA in the presence of fructose and 70 

glucose might help selective sensing of glucose over fructose. 

 
Fig.3 (A) Schematic illustration of a prototype device to monitor the 
fingerprint texture change of the cholesteric LC phase of M13-PBA under 
the influence of catechol. (B) ~ (F) Typical texture of the nematic LC 75 

phase of M13-PBA recorded at the noted time. The M13-PBA was filled 
in a glass capillary which was immerged into a carbonate buffer 
containing 40 µM catechol. Scale bar: 500 µm. 

Finally, to demonstrate potential applications, a simple device 
was designed to visualize the interaction of catechol derivates 80 

with the surface BPA moieties by monitoring the fingerprint 
texture of the CLC phase of M13-PBA (Fig. 3). Concentrated 
M13-PBA was sealed in a glass capillary, in which the perfect 
chiral cholesteric LC phase formed. The open end of the capillary 
was blocked with a 3.0 % agar gel which allowed small 85 

molecules like diols to diffuse through freely while the virus was 
blocked. The capillary was immerged into aqueous buffer 
containing diols such as dopamine and the fingerprint texture of 
the CLC phase was monitored by POM (Fig. 3A). Upon diffusing 
of the diols inside the capillary, the cholesteric LC phase slowly 90 

became irregular start from the interface close to the gel at the 
time scale of several days. Eventually, the fingerprint texture in 
the whole capillary disappeared completely. When a similar 
capillary was immerged into the same aqueous buffer containing 
no any diol, no change occurred to the fingerprint texture (Fig. 95 

S11 in ESI†). 
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In conclusion, we prepared a phenylboronic acid (PBA) 
decorated M13 virus by convenient surface chemical 
modifications. The M13-PBA hybrid virus can form either pure 
nematic or chiral LC (CLC) phase, due to the pH-dependent 
amphiphilicity of PBA. Under the conditions suitable for the 5 

formation of the CLC phase, aromatic diols such as catechol, 
dopamine etc, can further influence the 3D ordering of the hybrid 
virus and induce the formation of the pure nematic LC phase. In 
contrast, monosaccharides such as fructose do not interfere with 
the formation of the chiral LC phase of the M13-PBA. Such 10 

responsive arrangement of the rodlike virus in the presence of 
varied diols might be found applications in the development of 
sensing materials. 
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